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Durham Bulls honoring Hurricanes with Hockey Night at the DBAP 

Durham, N.C. — The Durham Bulls will hit the field for an 
upcoming home game looking like another one of the 
Triangle's favorite teams. 

Hockey Night is scheduled for Friday, Sept. 10. at Durham 
Bulls Athletic Park as the Bulls partner up with their friends at 
the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Bulls players and coaches will wear special Carolina 
Hurricanes-themed jerseys, which will be auctioned off to 
benefit the Carolina Hurricanes Foundation. 

Hurricanes players are expected to attend the game along 
with Hurricanes mascot, Stormy! The Hurricanes' warning 
siren will also be at the ballpark. 

The Bulls are scheduled to take on the Norfolk Tides with a 
6:35 p.m. first pitch. The Hurricanes will open the season 
against the New York Islanders on Thursday, Oct. 14 at PNC 
Arena.

 

 

 

Metropolitan Division review: Capitals, Penguins try for another run; Teams on the rise 

By Adam Gretz  

Current Metropolitan Division Favorite: Hurricanes 

The New York Islanders have been in the Conference 
Finals/Semifinals two years in a row, the Pittsburgh Penguins 
and Washington Capitals still have their cores, and the New 
York Rangers are a team on the rise. But it might be the 
Hurricanes’ time to take the torch as the top team in the 
division, even with the offseason departure of Dougie 
Hamilton and even with the question mark in goal. They had 
the best record of any team in the division a year ago, were 
two points off the Presidents’ Trophy pace, and are still 
bringing back an outstanding roster that is full of players just 
entering the prime of their careers. 

Even without Hamilton this should still be an elite defense, 
while forwards like Sebastian Aho, Andrei Svechnikov, 
Martin Necas, Vincent Trocheck, and Teuvo Teravainen form 
an exciting core. They have one of the best long-term 
outlooks in the NHL and the short-term outlook is pretty 
strong as well. 

Biggest Offseason Move: Dougie Hamilton to the Devils 

The New Jersey Devils entered the offseason with a great 
opportunity due to all of the salary cap space they had at 
their disposal. They put it to good use and were one of the 
busiest teams in the division, adding Ryan Graves, Jonathan 

Bernier, Tomas Tatar, and Dougie Hamilton. Hamilton is the 
big addition here and arguably one of the biggest moves of 
the offseason made by any NHL team. He is one of the top 
overall defensemen in the league. He drives possession at 
an elite level, produces offense at an elite level, and is a 
better, more impactful defender than he gets credit for being. 
Even though his contract is a significant investment in free 
agency, it is probably below market value given how the 
contracts signed by other defenders around the league this 
offseason. 

Honorable mention for biggest offseason move: Ryan Ellis to 
the Philadelphia Flyers. The Flyers were clearly in the market 
for a top-pairing defender and got an outstanding player in 
Ellis in a three-team trade with the Nashville Predators and 
Vegas Golden Knights. He is a significant upgrade to their 
roster. 

Metropolitan Division team on the rise: Rangers 

They better be a team on the rise, anyway. They have 
stockpiled young talent and have an outstanding core of 
Alexis Lafraniere, Kaapo Kakko, Vitali Kravtsov, Igor 
Shesterkin, and the reigning Norris Trophy winner Adam 
Fox. Some of those players have shown more than others in 
the NHL, but the potential here is enormous. They also have 
a voice and leader with Gerard Gallant take over behind the 
bench. Expectations are clearly sky high right now given that 
ownership cleaned house over the past few months with a 
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general manager change and coaching change. Progress 
has been slower than ownership has wanted it to be, but 
they are getting there. 

Metropolitan Division team on the decline: Penguins, 
Capitals 

The Penguins and Capitals have followed a nearly identical 
path for the past 30 years. Throughout the 1990s and early 
2000s they played each other in the playoffs every year. 
They rebuilt at the same time. They drafted franchise 
changing players at the same time. Then turned into 
consistent powers at the top of the NHL for the past 16 years 
at the same time. Now they are starting their next decline at 
the same time. 

They should still be really good. They should still be playoff 
teams. But are they still Stanley Cup contenders? The 
Capitals are one of the oldest teams in the league and have 
lost a lot of speed in recent years, while the Penguins’ roster 
has taken a step back this offseason, they will not have 
Evgeni Malkin to start the season, and goaltending is a major 
concern and question mark. 

Big questions remain for Flyers, Blue Jackets, Islanders 

 In terms of playoff success the Islanders have been 
the most successful team in the division the past 
three years, winning five total playoff rounds and 
reaching the Conference Finals/Semifinals two 
years in a row (each of the past two years). 

Even with all of their postseason success there are still 
questions that follow them around because they never really 
have great regular season and do not have the type of roster 
that a usual Stanley Cup contender has. They are short on 

star power, do not have many game-changers after Mathew 
Barzal, and do not score a ton of goals. 

They also do not have any weaknesses. The defense is as 
solid as it gets in the NHL, the goaltending is sensational, 
and they have the best coach in the league. But do they 
have enough to get by teams like Tampa Bay at the top of 
the league? 

 In Philadelphia the biggest question still revolves 
around starting goalie Carter Hart. 

His 2020-21 season was a complete disaster on the ice and 
significantly held the Flyers back. If they want to have any 
chance of being competitive or contending for a playoff spot 
this season they are going to need him to be dramatically 
better this season. Adding players like Ryan Ellis and Cam 
Atkinson is fine, but if Hart does not return to the form he 
showed in his first two seasons in the league or reach his 
potential then none of it will matter. 

 The big question in Columbus is whether or not new 
head coach Brad Larsen can get Patrik Laine back 
on track, and what Laine’s future with the team is. 

This clearly did not work as planned for Laine and the Blue 
Jackets after the trade from the Winnipeg Jets, and he is 
now entering the final year of his current contract and will be 
eligible for restricted free agency after this season. 

The Blue Jackets desperately need him to become the 
impact goal scorer he was in Winnipeg and they have to see 
if there is a long-term future in Columbus. If he becomes that 
player again and Columbus can convince him to stay 
(something that has been a problem for the Blue Jackets in 
recent years) that is a potential game-changer for the Blue 
Jackets. They need a forward like him.
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About Last Season: Brett Pesce Performance Review and Grade 

Brett Pesce bounced back from a rough 2019-20 season 
with an outstanding 2021 campaign that saw him put up elite 
5-on-5 offensive numbers while maintaining strong defensive 
metrics. 

By Brett Finger  

Brett Pesce: 2020-21 By The Numbers 

 Age: 26 

 NHL Seasons: 6 

 Scoring: 4 goals, 21 assists, 25 points in 55 games 

 Advanced Statistics: 54.31 CF%, 53.86 SCF%, 
56.46 xGF%, 58.57 GF% 

 Average TOI: 18:48 ES, 0:51 PP, 3:08 SH 

 Contract Status: Signed through 2023-24, $4.025 
million AAV 

After his lackluster 2019-20 season came to an early end 
due to another serious shoulder injury, there were plenty of 
questions surrounding Brett Pesce entering the 2021 
season. 

Those questions disappeared in about two weeks. 

From the outset of the season, he was Carolina’s best all-
around defenseman, and he didn’t really relinquish that 
status at any point in the year. 

Where Pesce stood out the most was in his offense, an area 
in his game that has improved year-over-year over the last 
four seasons. 

He was a dangerous offensive player in 2019-20, but he 
sacrificed a lot of defense to make that happen. In 2021, he 
maintained strong defensive rates while also putting up 
career-best numbers and impacts in the offensive zone. 

He set career-highs in assists, primary assists and points per 
60 in 2021. In an 82-game season, his numbers projected 
out to six goals, 31 assists and 37 total points. 

Pesce got an extended run of powerplay time for the first 
time in years. But, unfortunately, that experiment rendered 
negative results. The second unit was very inconsistent in 
2021, and Pesce’s presence in that unit didn’t help matters. 

There was little penetration of opposing penalty-killing units 
when he was on the ice, just lots of low-danger shots from 
the perimeter. 

While his power-play work was weak, it doesn’t take away 
from how great he was at generating offense at 5-on-5. Not 

every great 5-on-5 offensive defender can operate well on 
the power play, just like how some of the best power-play 
quarterbacks in the NHL are bad 5-on-5 players. 

Pesce’s big offensive moments came at 5-on-5, including 
some game-defining goals in the playoffs against the 
Nashville Predators and Tampa Bay Lightning. 

He was an elite 5-on-5 player in 2021. Relative to when 
Pesce wasn’t on the ice, the Hurricanes generated an 
additional .28 expected goals per 60 with him on the ice 
while giving up .09 fewer expected goals against per 60. 

The heat maps back up the raw numbers. When Pesce was 
on the ice, the Hurricanes generated more high-danger shot 
attempts and gave up far fewer grade-A chances in front of 
their own net. 

Pesce’s stout and reliable defensive play led to him getting 
high-pressure matchups late in games, situations he has 
performed very well in for years. He continued that trend in 
2021. 

His impact on the penalty kill was overwhelmingly positive, 
playing a crucial role in Carolina’s elite penalty kill. He led all 
Canes skaters in PK ice time and was dominant. 

Pesce also deserves a lot of credit for aiding in Brady Skjei’s 
improved play as the season went on. Skjei’s early returns 
were pretty consistently bad, but as the season went on, the 
strengths in his game started to stand out, especially on the 
penalty kill. 

I am very skeptical about the idea of using an elite defender 
to elevate a shaky defender, but the Hurricanes are 
seemingly married to the idea of making Skjei work on this 
blue line. Pesce has absolutely elevated him to this point, 
and the hope is that Skjei will pan out and be the player the 
team envisioned him to be when they traded a first-round 
pick to get him. 

The growth that Pesce has experienced over the last few 
seasons has been somewhat surprising. He broke into the 
league as a great defensive defender who showed signs of 
offensive upside, but I’m not sure if anyone thought he’d 
reach the level of an elite offensive generator. Nevertheless, 
he has grown by leaps and bounds, and 2021 was his best 
season to date. 

The Hurricanes have Pesce under contract for three more 
seasons at a $4.025 million cap hit, and if you look around at 
the deals that other defensemen have been getting this 
offseason, there’s a real case to be made that he is getting 
roughly half of what his actual value is.
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About Last Season: Joakim Ryan, Drew Shore, Sheldon Rempal and Joey Keane 

Bubble players, taxi squad mainstays, and more.  

By Sarah.A  

Joakim Ryan 

 Age: 28 

 NHL Seasons: 4 

 Scoring: 0 points in 4 NHL games; 2 assists in 4 
AHL games 

 Contract Status: Signed contract with the SHL’s 
Malmö Redhawks 

Drew Shore 

 Age: 30 

 NHL Seasons: 6 

 Scoring: 0 points in 4 NHL games; 1 assist in 7 AHL 
games 

 Contract Status: Retired 

Sheldon Rempal  

 Age: 26 

 NHL Seasons: 2 

 Scoring: 0 points in 3 NHL games; 4 goals and 10 
assists in 25 AHL games 

 Contract Status: Signed a one year, $750,000 
contract with the Vancouver Canucks  

Joey Keane  

 Age: 22 

 NHL Seasons: 1 

 Scoring: 0 points in 1 NHL game; 13 assists in 24 
AHL games 

 Contract Status: One year remaining on his entry-
level contract, $809,166 cap hit 

Evaluating the handful of bubble players who logged minutes 
for the Hurricanes this season is a challenge when 
sometimes the most charitable thing you can say is, “well, he 
sure did exist.”  

It’s no one’s fault, really, that none of today’s profiled players 
were able to distinguish themselves much over the course of 
the season. The necessity of having a taxi squad meant that 
players who otherwise would have served veteran roles in 
the AHL instead got to hang out in the not-quite-NHL, waiting 
for the opportunity to do anything other than practice.  

Joakim Ryan, Drew Shore and Sheldon Rempal all logged a 
handful of NHL games over the course of the season, joining 

the Hurricanes when injuries and COVID issues began to 
take their toll on the roster.  

Ryan found himself playing the role of seventh defenseman 
at times when the Hurricanes opted to play a man short at 
forward. He averaged 10:51 of largely unremarkable ice 
time, taking only two total shots in his four games; he was 
equally unremarkable in the AHL. Ryan’s game has always 
been somewhat predictable as he found himself in a depth 
defenseman role in the NHL, and his play this season was 
no exception. Ryan returns to Sweden next season, having 
signed a deal with the Malmö Redhawks of the SHL. 

Likewise, Shore found himself playing in few games, logging 
few minutes, and making little impact on the ice. Shore’s a 
player who was never quite skilled enough for a top six role 
and not quite gritty enough for a bottom six spot, though he’s 
excelled overseas and in the AHL. This season, he had little 
chance to establish himself as a veteran leader in Chicago, a 
role he’d been expected to play, thanks to his assignment to 
the taxi squad. Shore announced his retirement at the end of 
the season; the University of Denver-educated forward now 
joins Wasserman Hockey as an agent.  

Rempal fared a bit better, logging 25 AHL games but not 
always getting the higher minutes needed for a player of his 
skillset — all offense, little defense — to make a real impact. 
Rempal alluded during the season to the frustrations of being 
a taxi squad player; the benefits of being around the NHL 
team are nice, but as he pointed out, most players would 
rather be playing. Rempal still has a great shot when he uses 
it and is put in a position to succeed, but with other younger 
players taking a more prominent role on the Wolves, Rempal 
found himself bumped down the depth chart. He’s signed a 
deal with the Canucks for the upcoming season and is 
expected to play for the AHL affiliate, the Abbotsford 
Canucks. 

Joey Keane, a defenseman acquired from the New York 
Rangers in February 2020 in exchange for Julian Gauthier, is 
the only legitimate prospect in the group here. Keane has 
two professional seasons under his belt and made his NHL 
debut on May 10 in a loss against Nashville. Keane logged 
19:34 in ice time, placing him third among Hurricanes 
defenseman (behind Jake Bean and Jake Gardiner).  

In AHL play, while Keane didn’t find the back of the net, he 
did record 13 assists, showing an aptitude for helping his 
teammates on offense. He did log big minutes for the 
Chicago Wolves, frequently finding himself on the top 
pairing, and coach Ryan Warsofsky nearly always had 
positive feedback for Keane after games.  

Keane’s path to a more permanent role on the Hurricanes 
seems murkier now, given the off-season acquisitions by the 
team on the blue line, but he should be poised to log big 
minutes again for the Wolves. Like many young defensemen, 
Keane still needs to improve his defensive game, so look for 
that to continue to be a focus of development for him.
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/durham-bulls-honoring-hurricanes-with-hockey-night-at-the-dbap/19842833/ 

https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/08/25/metropolitan-division-review-washington-capitals-pittsburgh-penguins-try-for-another-run-teams-on-the-rise/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/8/25/22641173/about-last-season-carolina-hurricanes-brett-pesce-performance-review-grade-brady-skjei-nhl-

rumors 
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/8/26/22642480/about-last-season-joakim-ryan-drew-shore-sheldon-rempal-joey-keane-ahl-chicago-wolves 
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The Athletic / 2021 NHL front office rankings: Fans weigh in on every 
team 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn  

Aug 25, 2021 

 

Another year, another edition of the annual front office confidence 
rankings. How much faith does each fan base put in their front office? 
That’s what we try to uncover every offseason using the wisdom of the 
crowd to inform the process. 

Each front office has its ability graded in six categories: roster building, 
cap management, drafting and development, trading, free agency and 
vision. 

This is the sixth annual version of the list, and it gets bigger and bigger 
every year. This year there were nearly 17,000 responses for those 
voting on just their favourite team and 650 for the full-team survey. The 
vast user base here in each market has been really beneficial in figuring 
out where different fan bases stand with much more specificity than the 
public could muster on its own. It’s always nice to see the dichotomy 
between the two judgments, but what the fans say about their own teams 
is definitely becoming a much bigger focal point. 

In total there were 12 teams with over 500 votes, 24 with over 250 and all 
but two, Florida and Seattle, were over 150 votes. At those numbers, the 
confidence interval is generally pretty small, though that’s also based on 
those participating in the survey, a majority of which are subscribers of 
The Athletic. That may not be the truest reflection of the entire hockey 
population, as it’s selectively biased toward those dedicated enough to 
subscribe (and likely have a more analytical slant). But it should still be 
close enough to gauge the temperature of how strong each front office is, 
especially considering how well-informed the subscribers here are. 

So what do those well-informed subscribers think about each team’s front 
office? Here’s how every team stacks up. 

Submitted responses were edited for style and clarity. 

1. Tampa Bay Lightning 

“Best and smartest front office in the league right now until proven 
otherwise.” 

“Results speak for themselves and JBB has proven he can put together a 
winning team and has kept his core intact.” 

“When you have won back-to-back Cups and still have a legit chance to 
win a 3rd, there isn’t much to criticize.” 

I mean, who else would it be? Tampa Bay just won back-to-back Stanley 
Cups and have made it to the conference finals five times in the last 
seven seasons. That’s an incredible rate of success in the age of parity, 
one that should feel impossible to achieve. The Lightning have found a 
way and it’s because they are The Model Franchise. The results really do 
speak for themselves and the team understandably got the highest grade 
in literally every category. 

Roster Building: Can’t beat a roster that just went back-to-back, but it 
was also the way the team found great fits around their superstars to 
finally get over the hump. The Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow 
trades two years ago are the stuff of legend. 

Cap Management: It is very difficult to fit $100 million or whatever under 
the salary cap, but Tampa Bay found a way. Genius. But seriously, how 
many other teams can miss their best player for an entire season and still 
have an elite season? Not many and that’s because of how strong the 
rest of the team is and the cap structure for those players. Aside from 
Ryan McDonagh, the team is full of players on value deals and that 
allows them to add significant pieces. 

Draft and Develop: The Triplets Line. Yanni Gourde. Anthony Cirelli. 
Ross Colton. The Lightning have found a way to mine and create gems 
seemingly out of nowhere. It almost feels unfair and that’s without 
mentioning they also have a superstar center they drafted in the third 
round. Should there be any worry about losing their entire second line? 
For other teams, maybe. For Tampa Bay, there’s probably some guy 
we’ve never heard of ready to be a star. 

Trading: Coleman. Goodrow. Enough said. Don’t forget about Jonathan 
Drouin for Mikhail Sergachev either, though. 

Free Agency: The Lightning get the luxury of being winners and getting to 
sign good players to bargain deals in their hopes of winning, like Corey 
Perry. They also recognize that free agency is a sucker’s game and don’t 
actively participate in it. Win-win. 

Vision: Tampa Bay is the perfect franchise. The Lightning knew exactly 
what they needed at every position for every role and they knew exactly 
how and when to get it. They knew when to walk away from players and 
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knew when to hold on. The team’s vision is incredible, an example to 
follow for 31 other teams. 

The Lightning unequivocally deserve this top spot. 

2. Colorado Avalanche 

“The fact that Sakic has not won GM of the Year is a farce of Biblical 
proportions” 

“This offseason was weaker than in previous years, but I still have 
confidence in the team and front office. That being said, if the Avs don’t 
improve their results in the playoffs and have one more weak offseason, 
confidence in the front office will decrease.” 

“Sakic is an amazing GM. He shows the same drive, intelligence and 
patience as he did on the ice for the Avs, and I fully trust him to make the 
adjustments off and midseason to put Bednar and his team in the best 
position to push for the cup.” 

Last year’s top dog was predictably dethroned, but there’s still a very 
clear front office hierarchy: Tampa Bay and Colorado … and then 
everybody else. Those two franchises are the ones to aspire to, the 
cream of the NHL crop where they both seem to come out ahead way 
more often than not. For Colorado, it led to a Presidents’ Trophy last 
season with one of the most dominant regular season teams in recent 
memory. The roster was immaculately constructed, the cap picture is 
pristine and the team just knows how to acquire talent. 

But with the season-ending with another second-round exit and an 
offseason exodus, the shine has worn off a bit from Joe Sakic’s regime. 
Last year, the frequent joke made at the 30 other teams was that it would 
be in your best interest to hang up the phone if Sakic was on the line. 
The Devon Toews trade was a masterclass in that regard.  

This offseason though, the Darcy Kuemper trade changed that 
perception a bit with the Avalanche paying an exorbitant price for a 
goaltender when the market for them is usually relatively soft. They were 
the last team standing after Philipp Grubauer found greener pastures and 
were taken to the cleaners by the Coyotes as a result — an unusual turn 
of events for a front office that usually does everything right.  

Still, there’s no denying that Colorado is a model franchise despite that 
misstep. No front office is perfect and the Avalanche still look to be one 
of the very best in the league. Their time is coming soon, and it’s largely 
because of what the front office has been able to do over the last four 
years. 

3. Detroit Red Wings 

“It’s a work in progress. Yzerman has proven over time how great he is at 
his job but until he attempts to enter the competitive stage we won’t know 
the full extent of the potential for the organization. At the rebuild stage, 
it’s hard to argue with what he has done.” 

“I trust Yzerman won’t sign bad long-term contracts. The biggest question 
is whether his high draft picks will hit.” 

“I haven’t had this confidence in the Red Wings management since 
Scotty Bowman was in town.” 

People know this team is still terrible, right? 

Kidding aside, there is a lot of deserved belief in the Yzerplan which has 
been careful, slow and methodical with no immediate rush or hurry to 
take the next step. That’s fine, this team is far from ready and that patient 
approach has been extremely beloved by Red Wings fans. There is hope 
here that the man in charge can take the team back to where it needs to 
go with incredible faith in Steve Yzerman’s ability to make trades, 
signings, draft, develop and navigate the cap. The vision is crystal clear 
and the future looks bright. 

Where this is warranted disagreement is in the first category, which is 
roster building. Yzerman and friends have done the easy part so far — 
actually building a roster is where things get difficult. I can see why 
there’s a difference as it comes to the philosophy of what this survey 

even tries to answer. The public may not be confident in the team’s roster 
building because the roster itself is still currently in its flaming wreckage 
state. But with how good everything else is going, it’s also completely fair 
for fans to have complete unwavering faith in management that the roster 
building part of the process will go just as smoothly as everything else. 
It’s the team doing things from the ground up and fans appreciating that 
even if there are no tangible results yet. 

Red Wings fans have been patient and a rebuild deserves that trust. 
Detroit’s management team belongs in this spot, but I do wonder if the 
lustre begins to dim the longer the rebuild goes on. At some point, the 
results have to be tangible and not theoretical. 

4. Florida Panthers 

“The addition of Bill Zito has completely changed the culture of the team 
and front office, which has trickled down to the fan perception of the 
team. This is the first time since the mid-90s that Panthers fans can 
actually have confidence in the direction of the team.” 

“What Bill Zito has been able to accomplish in dumping bad contracts 
and adding new people strategically in one year has been stunning.” 

“Bill Zito has transformed the direction of the franchise in the blink of an 
eye, night and day from Dale Tallon.” 

What a difference one year makes and I’m frankly a little astounded Bill 
Zito didn’t win GM of the Year last season. The first-time general 
manager had his subtle fingerprints all over a new and improved 
Panthers franchise, finding a plethora of bargain bin additions that could 
fit into the team’s structure and take their games to new heights. 
Everything Zito touched last year turned into gold and that led to the 
biggest single swing in the rankings this summer with Florida moving up 
22 spots.  

Carter Verhaeghe, Anthony Duclair, Alex Wennberg, Gustav Forsling 
were all nondescript players and they all turned into difference-makers. 
He turned one of the worst contracts in hockey, Mike Matheson, into a 
top-six forward in Patric Hornqvist. At the deadline, he added Sam 
Bennett and Brandon Montour, both of whom immediately turned their 
careers around in Florida. Not a single Panthers fan was less confident in 
the team after last season and the team itself had the biggest turnaround 
in confidence year-over-year. Nearly 98 percent of Panthers fans were 
more confident and 81 percent of the public were too. That’s the most of 
any team, a management glow-up for the ages. After years of instability, 
Florida seems to have finally found a winning formula off the ice. 

5. New York Islanders 

“From the ownership group to Lou and Barry, this team has completely 
rebranded themselves. The dumpster fire that was has been 
extinguished and rebuilt into a competitive, engaging organization. 
Proud, once again, to be an Isles fan!” 

“A little hard to judge here since the Lou/Barry era is only going into its 
fourth season, but the results so far have been very encouraging, despite 
a few mistakes here and there (Devon Toews and Leo Komarov come to 
mind).” 

“I was a huge Lamoriello detractor coming into this offseason, and I feel 
like he has definitely proven me wrong.” 

There have been many times over the last decade where you may have 
heard the phrase “the analytics folks won, get over it” in a usually 
condescending way. This is the opposite of that, where the numbers 
crowd has repeatedly taken an L on this one particular team that has now 
made it to back-to-back conference finals. Doubt the Islanders and Lou 
Lamoriello at your own peril. 

This team has had one huge misstep — trading Devon Toews — but 
aside from that has shown just how important it is to be a Team. Culture 
and fit are crucial on Long Island and no franchise does it better than the 
Islanders right now who may not have the best players, but know how to 
find the right players. In back-to-back trade deadlines, they added key 
cogs Jean-Gabriel Pageau and Kyle Palmieri, both of whom elevated 
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their games immensely in the postseason. The club has found ways to 
navigate a difficult cap structure to continue building a contending roster 
and add smart pieces that will fit the team’s mission statement.  

The Islanders have become an organization to envy, where the magic is 
real from a full team buy-in and that starts from the top down. The vision 
may be a little different from what other teams are selling, but it’s become 
impossible not to buy into it. 

6. Winnipeg Jets 

“Chevy has done a great job. Winnipeg as a small market has obstacles 
that most other teams do not face. It is not a desirable destination to play, 
but the culture created from top to bottom in the Jets organization has 
helped immensely.” 

“The drafting has always been quite strong. The development lately has 
tailed off. The Nate Schmidt contract is keeping me from giving full marks 
for cap management. Hopefully, he proves he’s worth the money.” 

“Love the moves this offseason. Addressed some major holes and 
outside of improving the backup goalie position there are no major holes 
on the roster or in the system.” 

Of all the placements on this list, Winnipeg’s was by far the most 
shocking. It’s not just that the fans are extremely enamoured by the brain 
trust, but the public too views this as a top 10 organization. I’m not 
completely sold, but there’s plenty of reason to be high on the Jets’ front 
office after the summer they had. Since Dustin Byfuglien, Jacob Trouba 
and Tyler Myers all departed in one offseason the team’s defence has 
been in a complete state of disarray. That’s been the biggest issue 
hampering the club and this summer’s goal was fixing those issues, 
bringing in Brenden Dillon and Nate Schmidt. Neither is a top-pair calibre 
defenceman, but the depth back there is clearly bolstered with those two 
additions and a somewhat decent back end is starting to take shape. The 
defence corps needed help and management delivered. 

Free agency will always be a sore spot for this team, although that 
seems to be location-based rather than anything else. In all honesty, that 
should be the least of the team’s worries since championships aren’t 
usually won on the open market. It’s won through drafting and developing 
homegrown talent, something Jets’ faithful have a lot of faith in their team 
with. 

7. Los Angeles Kings 

“There were dark days for the Kings … no cap room, no prospects, no 
hope. Things have improved. Until this summer’s free agency, we had 
plenty of cap room. Now we’ve used it to supplement the best prospect 
pool. And longtime fans have some hope again.” 

“Patience is key so I’m glad they are letting our prospects develop and 
not rushing them at all. Great scouting and drafting will lead this team in 
contention in the very near future.” 

“We are building a winning team one brick at a time. It’s been a blast 
watching the build coming together. I can see a championship team on 
the horizon.” 

Kings fans are very high on Rob Blake and company’s process so far in 
trying to quickly rebuild to get one more crack at things while Anze 
Kopitar and Drew Doughty still have utility. Only one other team saw a 
higher draft and develop rating from their fans and for good reason given 
how pristine the team’s prospect pipeline is. The Kings are doing the 
rebuild right and fans have noticed, giving strong marks for the team’s 
overall vision as well. 

Where there is some debate is in the other four categories where the 
public sees Los Angeles as mostly average until proven otherwise. It’s 
hard to give a high grade to roster building for what looks to be a bottom 
third roster for now, but fans already like what they see and love the 
potential this franchise is showing under Blake’s tutelage. Slow and 
steady wins the race, but this offseason also shows the team is starting 
to get ready to take the next step with key additions like Phillip Danault, 

Viktor Arvidsson and Alex Edler. We will see soon if all this faith was 
misplaced, but for now, the Kings look to have a very bright future. 

8. Boston Bruins 

“The kryptonite of this team has been their drafting. They are feeling the 
effects of the botched 2015 draft and are still scrambling to find the right 
mix to compete for the Cup when they most likely would’ve achieved that 
goal had they hit on those three first-round picks” 

“I was super dubious for some time but I was kinda psyched with the 
trade deadline moves, and then they panned out pretty well and we were 
able to keep the players past free agency. I also think the drafting has 
improved compared to a stretch of a few years.” 

“Bruins management will forever be defined by the 2015 draft. But, every 
year I think the team is poised to take a step back and they continue to 
develop good players out of nothing and keep near the top 1/3rd of the 
league. I can’t complain about that.” 

Six years ago the Bruins had one of the biggest draft blunders in hockey 
history, striking out thrice with back-to-back-to-back first-round picks in 
one of the strongest draft classes in recent memory. That was six years 
ago, but fans are still having a hard time letting it go, and it’s hard not to 
blame them given how much those three misses hurt. They very well 
could’ve been the difference between having one more Cup and not as 
the team has come close since, but unable to close the deal. 

The public sees that as the Bruins’ front office’s worst trait, but not nearly 
to the degree the fan base does which still has not forgiven that blunder. 
The fan base itself is relatively harsh compared to the public, ranking the 
team 18th overall to the public’s fifth. It’s a matter of the grass not always 
being greener on the other side, but also the high bar the city has for its 
sports teams. One thing both sides can agree on is Boston’s stellar cap 
management, brought about by having some of the league’s best 
contracts for its star players. 

9. Carolina Hurricanes 

“Letting Dougie Hamilton walk and trading Alex Nedeljkovic have made 
me seriously question our management’s decision-making and ability to 
construct a cup winner. Signing Tony DeAngelo and considering signing 
Jake Virtanen have made me question management’s basic morality.” 

“As an emotionally invested fan, it’s been a tough offseason. Having said 
that I trust Waddell, Tulsky, Brind’Amour and Yorke and know that they 
have a lot more access and information then we do. We’ll see how this 
season plays out.” 

“I felt great about the front office’s long-term plans — in Don we trust! — 
until this offseason. Hopefully, everything will work out in the end, but a 
lot of our moves just seem stingy, short-sighted, and generally 
questionable.” 

This was a contentious one and I was a bit surprised to see Carolina still 
find a place in the top 10. It’s a testament to how much previous faith was 
put upon this front office which ranked third last year, that many will give 
the team the benefit of doubt after a perplexing offseason. 

Free agency is naturally where the team gets dinged most with many 
questioning the decision to move on from fan favourite Dougie Hamilton, 
while also not addressing team needs in the top six. That Hamilton’s 
presumed replacement is Tony DeAngelo likely doesn’t sit well with many 
fans considering his plethora of off-ice transgressions as well. That it 
goes completely against the team’s stated culture makes it difficult to fully 
trust what the front office says and does. It feels like money is the driving 
force here, an insult lobbied toward the franchise since Tom Dundon took 
over that is hard to deny after this summer. 

Still, this team was one of the league’s best last season and has a 
proven track record of knowing what’s best. That’s enough to feel mostly 
confident, but there’s no doubt there’s a large change in confidence from 
a year ago. The Hurricanes better hope their moves pay off. 

10. New Jersey Devils 
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“Need to draft for upside more often. Otherwise love the direction, vision 
and patience.” 

“I love that Fitzy seems to have a plan, and he is sticking to it. Rebuilds 
take time and patience.” 

“In all honesty, 99 percent of what Tom Fitzgerald does, I agree with and 
would do the same in his position. It seems like we’re on the right path 
and just have to stick with it.” 

The Devils have yo-yo-ed a fair bit in these rankings, oscillating between 
the top and bottom thirds. The past few offseasons have been quite 
strong, but there’s clearly a desire for all those “shrewd” moves to 
actually amount to something on the ice. This summer the team hit it out 
of the park in signing Dougie Hamilton to a reasonable deal and followed 
that up with a smart Tomas Tatar signing. The team is not forgetting 
they’re still building, but they’re being proactive toward taking the next 
step and that’s something to feel confident in. 

The issue for the Devils for most of the 2010s has been drafting and 
developing though, something the team’s fan base knows all too well. 
The public sees a young team on the rise with a decent pipeline but 
hasn’t had the lived experience Devils fans have had in seeing many 
prospects amount to nothing.  

There’s plenty of reason to be more confident, especially with how the 
team approaches roster building, but until they figure out a way to 
supplement it with strong homegrown talent, it’ll be difficult for the Devils 
to reach the league’s upper echelon. The team’s fans are cautious of 
that. 

11. Minnesota Wild 

“The jury is out on how all of Guerin’s moves will work out, but he does 
not seem shy about making tough decisions and sticking to his guns in 
keeping working on changing the attitude of the wild in the ice and in the 
dressing room.” 

“Obviously the largest concern is the future cap hit of Parise and Suter’s 
cap recapture and how that impacts the roster. If Bill Guerin can navigate 
that and keep Fiala and Kaprizov on the roster then I will be very 
impressed.” 

“The success of the Wild front office will depend totally on how they 
manage through the Suter/Parise buyouts until they’re off the books. It’s 
not going to be easy.” 

There’s a pretty hefty difference between the public and the fan base 
here, and it’s worth noting that Wild fans were by far the largest voting 
body of any team with 1673 respondents (we call that the Russo effect 
around here). The two factions were relatively in line with where they 
viewed the team’s strengths, there was simply a difference in enthusiasm 
in those regards.  

Wild fans believe wholeheartedly in Bill Guerin’s vision after seeing their 
first fun roster practically ever and are very excited about the team’s 
prospect pipeline which looks very promising. That’s enough to give a 
pass for the team’s current cap management, something the public 
dinged the team for hard. The 2.3 rating was among the league’s lowest 
and likely has to do with the Zach Parise and Ryan Suter buyouts that 
will create an astronomical amount of dead cap space for the next few 
seasons. The contracts aren’t on Guerin, but it’s fair to question whether 
it was prudent to buy out both contracts given the circumstances. 

12. Vegas Golden Knights 

“Tough choices aren’t always the popular ones. But I’m glad the Knights 
are active and trying to improve each year.” 

“They are going for a win at all costs method if it works great. If not they 
have alienated much of their fan base. I guess we are in a gambling city!” 

“These guys are masters at cap management in addition to targeting and 
acquiring talent to take the team to the next level. I think we are 

completely spoiled — having an excellent chance of making a deep run 
in the playoffs.” 

There aren’t many teams where the public is higher than the team’s own 
fan base, but Vegas certainly qualifies. The Golden Knights have long 
been a darling to the public ever since that first miraculous Cup final run, 
but when that’s a fan base’s first taste of hockey it’s natural for 
expectations to be heightened. Vegas has made it to the conference 
finals in back-to-back seasons, but losing to an inferior opponent each 
team has left a sour taste in an impatient fan base’s mouth. 

Vegas has cultivated an elite roster and has skirted the cap well, but 
trading Vezina Trophy winner and fan favourite Marc-Andre Fleury for 
nothing — only to use that money for Evgenii Dadonov stings. It’s why 
the team got dinged for cap management and trading and likely a big 
reason why fan base confidence has dropped year over year. That the 
team has little to no homegrown talent on the roster has also become an 
issue. It’s the price of winning and being an elite team. But even in such 
a short stint in the league, it’s clear that drafting and developing has been 
an issue. That’s what separates a team that has gone to back-to-back 
conference finals from a team that’s won back-to-back Cups. 

13. St. Louis Blues 

“I have tremendous faith in Doug Armstrong. Though I have always 
questioned why we chose to offer Faulk a big contract over Pietrangelo. 
To this day, I think that the decision has changed the Blues from a Cup 
contender to a continual first-round exit team.” 

“Doug Armstrong has earned patience, but this has been a worrisome 
trend the last couple seasons of continually getting worse each year.” 

“Every time I start to doubt Army and the front office, he pulls off a trade 
like O’Reilly or Buchnevich. I’m done doubting Army. He knows what he’s 
doing.” 

The Blues were just outside the top five last offseason, but confidence 
has naturally fallen after the season the team just had. The loss of Alex 
Pietrangelo was enormous and Torey Krug wasn’t nearly an adequate 
enough replacement for him. In a bigger role, Justin Faulk continued to 
not be worth his contract and that remains the team’s biggest recent 
misstep. It meant there wasn’t enough money for Pietrangelo and there 
should be no doubt who the team would rather have.  

The public is mostly indifferent to the team across the board while the fan 
base shows a bit more nuance, even if they’re likely a bit more zealous 
than they should be. The Pavel Buchnevich trade was a masterstroke for 
the team and the team naturally gets high trading marks after that kind of 
coup. There should be no worry about a potential Vladimir Tarasenko 
trade. St. Louis gets high marks in cap management and vision, but 
given how the Pietrangelo decision unfolded I’m not sure how fans can 
be that confident in either. The team has made other strong moves, but 
that one looms large and may ultimately spell their impending demise. 

14. Washington Capitals 

“Brian MacLellan has done a great job of keeping the Capitals 
competitive even though the star players are growing old.” 

“Kind of stuck given the aging core. They can’t (and shouldn’t) move the 
key guys, but it won’t be long before the team is circling the drain.” 

“The bottom half of GMs are terrible. There are a few right at the top. 
GMBM is right below that first tier. Identifies problems, goes and makes 
moves to address them. Most of the time they work out, sometimes he 
overpays.” 

Every year the Capitals are at or near the top of their division, but since 
winning the Cup it’s been three rather quick and unceremonious playoff 
exits. The core is getting older and it doesn’t feel like enough is being 
done to supplement it to extend the team’s contending window. Last 
year’s Jakub Vrana for Anthony Mantha swap felt like a huge misstep 
given the pick swaps, but time will tell there as both players get a full 
season with their new clubs. 
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It feels like only a matter of time before the Capitals become Sharks 
East: a former contender with a bloated cap sheet, but at least they 
actually won something. The next few years look to be a victory lap, with 
a goal in mind of helping Alex Ovechkin break the all-time goals record. 
Fans seem to be very understanding of that and are happy to ride off into 
the sunset with this core, but overall it’s hard not to argue against this 
being a mostly middling front office at this point in the franchise’s 
trajectory. 

15. Dallas Stars 

“There is a tendency to sign 2-3 older free agents every year for bottom-
six roles that blocks the chances of younger players in the organization. 
Extremely frustrating.” 

“Jim Nill always has a plan and aggressively works that plan. There are 
times when it seems he pays a premium on signing free agents because 
he doesn’t wait for the market (e.g. Glendening). The Stars’ drafts have 
shifted more to skill over size which is a welcome change.”  

“The Stars are in ‘win now’ mode, and rightfully so with the age group of 
the roster. It’s hard to see how they’ll navigate everything in a few years 
when some of the Stars biggest contracts look even worse than they do 
now.” 

A year after reaching the Stanley Cup Final, the Stars had a season from 
hell with a plethora of injures derailing what may have been a promising 
season. Last offseason Dallas was viewed as a top-five front office, but 
that lustre has faded thanks mostly to things out of the team’s control. It 
points to the difficulty of separating process from results when it comes to 
evaluating a team’s front office. 

Mostly, many in the public as well as the fan base itself were indifferent 
to the Stars with confidence mostly not changing and average grades 
across the board. That’s what an average team should get and it’s more 
likely that last year’s playoff run was the outlier. This summer the team 
paid a pretty penny for Miro Heiskanen (which turned into a bargain 
quickly) but also didn’t do nearly enough to bolster the lineup for this 
upcoming season. Luke Glendening wasn’t a great signing and the 
Braden Holtby addition was a very perplexing one, to say the least. 

16. Columbus Blue Jackets 

“I am amazed how this Blue Jackets front office keeps making gallons 
and gallons of lemonade with all the lemons they have been handed of 
late. Impressive.” 

“I’m happy to see the front office and management embrace the rebuild. 
It’s never fun seeing players leave after years of being here but the new 
vision in place has me optimistic for the future!” 

“Werenski extension was much needed for the franchise reputation, 
worth the possible ‘overpay.’ I am also hopeful that in a couple years that 
contract won’t look like an overpay.” 

After back-to-back shocking playoff seasons, confidence was sky-high for 
the Blue Jackets last offseason with Columbus landing in the top 10. The 
team’s fan base still views them in high esteem, but the public has 
soured since after a season where the team fell to the league’s 
basement. Weak spots for the team are free agency and roster building, 
but the main issue here seems to be getting players to stay.  

That fact led to a massive overpay for Zach Werenski, but that was 
probably the only misstep this summer for a team changing course back 
toward a rebuild. Seth Jones was the latest star exodus and Columbus 
hit a home run on that trade, netting a very strong return package. That 
likely explains the high rating for trades. Overall this is an average front 
office, but the team’s own fans seem to have a lot more faith in the brain 
trust and I don’t think they’re wrong for that either. 

17. Montreal Canadiens 

“Any goodwill and faith the team gained during the Cup run was tanked 
by their draft pick. To me, as a leader of people in my company, it shows 

a clear lack of big-picture understanding and that makes me question 
their entire decision-making process.” 

“The Habs went on a run for the ages and then everything fell apart. 
They lost two of their best defensive weapons in Weber and Danault, and 
the offence still looks questionable. I’m not even sure they will make the 
playoffs.” 

“It may be about time to add a question regarding our confidence in the 
morals of the front office. Arizona last summer and Chicago, Montreal 
and Carolina this summer all showed they shouldn’t be leaders in the 
community.” 

Montreal went on an incredible playoff run, but can the Canadiens repeat 
the feat is the big question. That they land here just below average 
speaks to a slight lack of confidence that the front office did enough to 
get back to that level. Losing Phillip Danault, Shea Weber and Tomas 
Tatar in one offseason will hurt and I don’t think the team did enough to 
supplement those losses. 

Where credit has to be given to Marc Bergevin though is in his trading 
ability. Even when a deal looks shaky on the surface, the Canadiens find 
a way to win most of the trades they’re involved in. That’s allowed them 
to build up a pretty strong roster, but in order to go on another deep 
postseason run, they’ll likely need to pull off some more trade magic to 
beef up a roster that was depleted this offseason. 

A lot of those decisions were overshadowed though by the team’s 
decision to draft Logan Mailloux in the first round earlier this summer. 
There have been a lot of questionable choices made by teams this 
offseason, and that hasn’t been lost on survey respondents who didn’t 
have a category to vote on a team’s moral compass but felt the need to 
voice their displeasure in the comments. Teams often talk about the 
importance of building a culture and how vital that is to creating a winning 
program. Doing things like drafting Mailloux as Montreal did undermines 
that ideology and does have an effect on front office confidence. If not for 
the draft debacle, Montreal might have a higher standing here. 

18. Toronto Maple Leafs 

“By no means as bad as we fans make them out to be. But the problem 
has been obvious, lack of urgency and/or killer instinct. Nothing has been 
done to seriously address this.” 

“I was really confident in Dubas but with the flat cap, bad asset 
management, and not having any draft picks make a difference in years, 
I don’t see how this roster can win.” 

“It’s not that I don’t believe in the intelligence of the front office, but it’s 
more so that anything they do seems to end up in surprising and 
embarrassing failure despite signs that would point to improvement.” 

This is what continuous and unparalleled playoff embarrassment gets 
you: two-thirds of the fan base surveyed feeling less confident than they 
did a year ago. Only 4.4 percent are more confident, the second-lowest 
mark in the league. Toronto has fallen 11 spots to 18th, out of the top 10 
and into the league’s bottom half. And remember that there’s likely some 
sampling bias from this survey being filled out by The Athletic readers 
who have an analytic slant — there’s likely a whole subsection of fans 
who are much lower on the team. The point is, the fans are angry and 
they have every right to be. 

I don’t think management is as poor as it’s made out to be here. The cap 
situation isn’t nearly as bad as it’s made out to be, the roster is a strong 
one and the team does generally fair well in free agency. But it is getting 
extremely difficult to defend a process that continues to yield the same 
results. Over and over. Year after year. It’s fair to question the vision of 
the organization, especially after a season where they caved to their 
detractors only to see their biggest playoff embarrassment yet. It’s fair to 
question the team’s trading ability when they pay an arm and a leg for 
Nick Foligno at the deadline. It’s fair to question the drafting and 
developing when the post-first round pipeline hasn’t yielded much.  
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Toronto doesn’t have a bad team, but it does have a broken one until 
proven otherwise. This season feels like the last chance for this front 
office to prove their vision works as fans are growing extremely impatient 
after the team blew its best shot. It’s now or never. 

19. Seattle Kraken 

“The coaching hire will backfire. The expansion draft was 
underwhelming. They won’t be as good as Vegas out of the gate.” 

“Expansion draft was OK, barring a few head-scratchers. The team’s 
vision is a bit unclear and free agency hasn’t really helped in that regard.” 

“Vegas over-performed. Seattle doesn’t need to do that to make the 
playoffs AND win a round. The front office has put together a solid team 
with room to maneuver.” 

There was a lot of hype surrounding the Kraken leading up to the 
expansion draft with many heralding the brain trust as one of the best in 
hockey before they even made one hockey-related move. That was the 
reverence afforded to the front office assembled … and then the 
expansion draft happened. 

The team Seattle assembled is fine, but it’s underwhelming given the 
lack of side deals and sweeteners — especially with some of the players 
selected. The total assets acquired paled in comparison to Vegas who 
made out like bandits off side deals. Yes, some teams might have wised 
up, but to make zero side deals is extremely disappointing.  

It probably the low marks for trading and vision by the public, but the fans 
themselves are a bit higher on the latter thanks to the team’s strong 
commitment to cap flexibility. Then again, the team’s dip into free agency 
didn’t look very promising either. Fans are exciting about Philipp 
Grubauer, Jaden Schwartz and Alex Wennberg, but I think the public is 
right to have some skepticism given the deals those players were given. 
Time will tell, but it feels like Seattle could’ve done a lot better to start. 

20. Pittsburgh Penguins 

“I want to give Hextall and Burke a chance, but the team as it currently 
stands leaves more to be desired.” 

“I sleep better at night knowing Jim Rutherford isn’t about to blow up the 
second line or something every time there’s a full moon out” 

“Generally too soon to evaluate in most areas, but early returns on the 
offseason are concerning. That said, I have more confidence in the 
current front office than I did in the one led by Jim Rutherford.” 

The Penguins aren’t completely out of the woods here, but they make a 
pretty big leap in the rankings jumping eight spots to just outside the 
bottom third. Now, the team is pretty much average across the board with 
fans liking the team’s cap maneuvering this summer and the public still 
relatively high on Pittsburgh’s roster building. 

The jury is still out on Ron Hextall and Brian Burke, but the fans do 
believe it’s an improvement from the chaotic final chapter of Jim 
Rutherford’s tenure. Better doesn’t warrant full confidence though and 
the question remains whether the new leaders can do enough to 
squeeze one final Cup out of the Crosby and Malkin era. After yet 
another first-round loss and a summer not fixing the team’s biggest 
problem (goaltending), a rank this low does feel apt. 

21. Ottawa Senators 

“Honestly, I have no idea what the Sens are doing. Can’t have much 
confidence when every single move they’ve made recently is 
questionable at best.” 

“For the amount of backlash they received from the fanbase starting the 
rebuild they have certainly put themselves in a position to succeed. 
Grass is starting to look greener.” 

“If Melnyk were out as owner, I would have much more optimism. I don’t 
trust the man to spend to the cap when contending and I don’t trust him 
to keep core players around long term.” 

As long as Eugene Melnyk is the owner, there’ll be issues, though things 
are starting to look up for the franchise. Ottawa is in a much better 
position these days than it used to be, though that feels like more of an 
indictment on the rest of the league than the team’s own success.  

The Senators’ ranking here is predicated on their high marks for drafting 
and developing, the category that holds the most weight of any in the 
survey. Ottawa has established a promising pool of prospects and it’s 
one reason to be optimistic about the team’s immediate future. It’s the 
rest of it that always leaves plenty of room for concern, especially when it 
comes to trading and free agency. 

22. Philadelphia Flyers 

“I hope I’m wrong, but that Ristolainen trade undid all the good the 
Fletcher did this offseason.” 

“They have the bad habit of making one baffling move each year — even 
when the others are pretty good.” 

“Whether the trades pan out, the Chuck Fletcher and the Flyers made a 
clear and aggressive effort to improve the team. After an offseason 
where the ‘big acquisition’ was Erik Gustafsson, seeing the team make 
splashy moves was a positive step in my eyes.” 

Philadelphia dropped 11 spots in the rankings, an expected drop given 
the team’s drop in the standings. The Flyers had a spicy offseason that 
ultimately was more good than bad, but still very weird. The Ryan Ellis 
trade was a slam dunk for the team’s immediate future, but that goodwill 
was almost completely offset by the team paying an exorbitant price for 
Rasmus Ristolainen, whose nickname should be “Wolf” because he is 
both big and bad. 

It’s an intriguing bet, one that believes that under new circumstances 
Ristolainen can be much better than he was in Buffalo, but it’s hard not to 
see Ristolainen as one of the main sources of Buffalo’s problems over 
his career there. Thank god the team also got Ellis. 

23. New York Rangers 

“My answers would have been significantly more optimistic a year ago. I 
have been very concerned about the Drury / Dolan era, and this 
offseason has only made things worse. I don’t think I can name a single 
move that has increased my confidence. I sincerely hope that I am 
wrong.” 

“Very reactionary and troubling. Could work because there is still a lot of 
scoring talent and young players that could get better in upcoming 
seasons, but the process from the front office has not left me with 
confidence in the vision.” 

“The overreaction to Tom Wilson, a colossally bad Pavel Buchnevich 
trade, and a head-scratching six-year contract for Barclay Goodrow has 
really dampened hopes on what was looking like a pretty promising 
rebuild toward contention.” 

Just under 85 percent of Rangers fans surveyed were less confident in 
the team now than they were last season, by far the highest in the 
league. No team dropped further in these rankings with the Rangers 
going from fifth to 23rd in one year’s time. 

There was plenty of optimism last offseason, but that’s been squandered 
thanks to a bad case of Tom Wilson Brain. The team has drastically 
overreacted to one incident, pilfering its own potential in an attempt to be 
tough for the sake of toughness, rather than adding that element to what 
was looking to be a skilled lineup. The team had an extremely 
questionable offseason starting with a bizarre contract for Barclay 
Goodrow that was followed up with some brutal trades, giving away 
Pavel Buchnevich for nothing and trading actual assets for a boxer on 
skates. 

The Rangers have a strong young nucleus that should mean they’ll be a 
better team next season, but it’ll be in spite of what happened this 
offseason, and not because of it. It’s very difficult to be confident in a new 
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regime that threw away a patient approach that was working and made a 
promising team actively worse — while saving no money in the process.  

24. Calgary Flames 

“There seems to be a disconnect with the Flames management between 
what they want, and what the team actually needs.” 

“It’s hard to identify what the plan is or what the team identity is supposed 
to be. All I see is mediocrity, and it’s tiring.” 

“The Flames strategy of clinging to mediocrity rather than risk a rebuild 
seems to come down from ownership. So Flames management needs to 
be judged on the basis of how well they’re carrying out a bad plan.” 

I don’t know what the plan is here and it seems neither do most Flames 
fans. Calgary was a mediocre team last year that didn’t make the playoffs 
in an all-Canada division, lost its captain, didn’t replace him, and are 
basically just going to run it back next year? I guess … 

The Flames are at the same crossroads that all average teams are at 
when they realize they’re stuck in the mushy middle: go all-in or fold. Pick 
a lane and either try to contend or try to rebuild. Doing neither just delays 
the inevitable and wastes time for everyone and that lack of vision is 
obviously going to be frustrating to a hungry fan base. Only 4 percent 
were more confident in this team now than they were last year, the 
lowest of any team in the league. Do something!  

25. Chicago Blackhawks 

“Happy with the offseason moves, disgusted by the lack of humility 
covering up a sexual abuse scandal” 

“I have a hard time supporting this team with the management teams that 
failed to protect its players in 2010 still in charge.” 

“Straight 1’s across the board. As long as current management doesn’t 
acknowledge their role in the sexual predator scandal, it overshadows 
every single thing they do.” 

“This front office needs to be transparent about the findings of the current 
investigation and someone needs to take responsibility for what 
happened. The issues are not going to go away.” 

Chicago was once the league’s premier front office, a picture-perfect 
regime with an excellent culture that knew how to win. Since the team’s 
last Cup in 2015, its reputation has dwindled as the team has made 
countless failed attempts to recapture that glory. This year’s offseason 
does look promising in terms of a return to the playoffs — even if the 
biggest acquisition was a vast overpayment in terms of acquiring and 
signing cost — but that’s been greatly overshadowed by scandal. The 
facade of the perfect franchise is shattered now with the ongoing 
investigation into former video coach Brad Aldrich 

It is very hard to separate what the front office does to build an on-ice 
product from the off-ice failures brought to light this summer. That’s 
something many Blackhawks fans mentioned in the survey and it’s hard 
to argue against given most of the regime remains intact from the time of 
the allegations. It’s a dark mark on the franchise, one that an active 
offseason won’t distract from.  

26. Anaheim Ducks 

“What front office? There’s no plan. There’s no vision. Draft, develop, and 
pray. That’s the plan apparently.” 

“At least the answer to the question ‘what is Bob Murray doing?’ is 
‘nothing’ and not ‘actively making the team worse.’” 

“Lack of clear direction, questionable decisions, and just boring. The 
Ducks really need to start communicating with their fans.” 

The running joke in our power rankings is that the Ducks are the league’s 
least interesting team and it feels like even some of the fans agree. 
Anaheim just exists at the bottom and the fan base is collectively tired of 
the lack of vision and competence at the top. Inaction is probably better 

than any action when it comes to a GM that doesn’t instill confidence, but 
it feels like the team is spinning its wheels. Fans are getting impatient, 
especially with the lack of communication about the team’s direction. 
There’s confidence in the team’s ability to draft and develop, but not 
much else beyond that. 

27. Nashville Predators 

“It is (long) past time for David Poile to ride off into the sunset; this old 
cowboy is, hopefully, looking down the barrel of his last rodeo. 

Poile is lost. There is no direction. Underwhelming return for a top-line D 
man. Bad signings and trades with Duchene, Turris, Granlund. Can’t 
draft offensive talent.  

There was a time when Preds fans thought everything Poile touched was 
gold. But over the last four years, almost every move he’s made has 
been a mistake. I don’t see how he will earn our trust back or turn the 
team around.” 

Ever since the team peaked with a Stanley Cup Final berth and a 
Presidents’ Trophy, it’s been all downhill for the Predators. It feels as if 
every decision turns into a bad one if it isn’t already one from the outset. 
Nashville made it to the playoffs last season after a miracle second-half 
run, but it feels like that run was ultimately a detriment to the team’s 
future. It ended in mediocrity when it could’ve ended with a high draft pick 
and plenty of future capital to turn this team back into a powerhouse. The 
2017 Predators aren’t walking through that door again. 

It feels like the front office knows this to an extent. It would explain the 
team shipping away Ryan Ellis, but the return for him was extremely 
underwhelming. That doesn’t inspire much confidence for future trades, 
but with the team saying its priority is to re-sign both Filip Forsberg and 
Mattias Ekholm rather than start a rebuild, it feels like their vision is to 
commit to mediocrity. That’s a vision that’s difficult to get behind. 

28. Edmonton Oilers 

“The Oilers are going to waste having two of the top players in the 
league, in their primes, because they are inept at making any sort of free 
agent move that doesn’t handcuff them” 

“Trading for Duncan Keith without having Chicago retain any salary was 
an absolute show of incompetence by Ken Holland. The Ceci contract 
was another moment which caused me to bang my head against a wall 
and cry.” 

“Since 2006, watching Oilers management decisions (including the 
choice of each new manager) has been like having the same bad dream 
again and again, a bit like seeing an accident happen in front of you in 
slow motion while being powerless to stop it.” 

The Oilers were one of the most improved teams during the offseason 
according to my model, but that doesn’t mean how they got there was 
worthy of praise. The list of questionable decisions from this summer is 
numerous and shows that Ken Holland likely hasn’t learned much from 
the disastrous end to his tenure in Detroit. 

The team’s signing of Zach Hyman was a strong one from a bottom line 
perspective as it does make the team better, but it’s an inherently risky 
one considering his age, play style and injury history. The term could be 
a disaster. And that was arguably the team’s best move. Edmonton 
traded actual assets for the ghost of Duncan Keith, signed Cody Ceci to 
dollars and term he isn’t worthy of, retained Tyson Barrie despite 
defensive deficiencies and ponied up a ridiculous amount of money to 
Darnell Nurse after a career season he is unlikely to repeat. Fans are 
right to be salty with the direction of the franchise, and that’s without 
mentioning that the current strategy in net is “hope Mike Smith has 
another unlikely elite season at the age of 39 with no semblance of a 
backup plan.” 

I genuinely think the Oilers will be a strong team next season, but that’s 
in spite of management and not because of it. They were given a gift with 
Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, two of the league’s best players on 
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two of the league’s best contracts. The front office is squandering that 
opportunity. 

29. Vancouver Canucks 

“Why are Benning and Weisbrod still running this team? They’ve had 
seven years, and they keep spinning wheels. The amount of rope they 
have received is baffling. Every year it is the same thing.” 

“No long-term vision, all decisions are short-term, only goal is to make 
the playoffs. Continually signs bad contracts and mismanages cap 
space/allocation. Pro scouting is also abysmal.” 

“Unfortunately I think Jim Benning subscribes to the Winston Churchill 
model for success, i.e., ‘Success consists of going from failure to failure 
without loss of enthusiasm.’ Now if we could somehow translate that 
enthusiasm into winning …” 

I’ve been doing this thing for over half a decade and the one near-
constant has been Vancouver’s standing. The Canucks peaked at 25th 
last year, a year after making the second round in what many believed to 
be a fluke, and have since fallen back to their rightful place as one of the 
five worst front offices. Every year Jim Benning and company try to fix 
past mistakes by Jim Benning and company and every year the schemes 
seem to get zanier. You have to admire the creativity of the Oliver 
Ekman-Larsson trade with all the moving parts of it. But at the end of the 
day, the Canucks got rid of three expiring bad deals for one extremely 
awful one that goes on for six more seasons — one of the league’s very 
worst. That’s for a player who looked like a shell of his former self last 
season. That a team nowhere close to contending also traded the No. 9 
pick in the deal is also hilarious, though Conor Garland is a nice piece. 

The whole thing was a microcosm for Benning’s long past due tenure: a 
short-sighted and misguided move meant to cover up and distract from 
other short-sighted and misguided moves. That comes from a lack of 
vision, which is frightening for a man who has been in charge for seven 
years and counting. I’m not sure how many times Vancouver needs to 
land at the bottom of this list, or the standings, for the team to realize that 
the process is not only not working, it’s actively harming the program’s 
potential. 

30. Arizona Coyotes 

“I like that the front office is doing what’s necessary during free agency, 
however drafting Miller and Katie Strang’s article gives me a lot of 
hesitation with this leadership.” 

“Encouraged by the decision to start a rebuild the right and commit to it. 
But until the Coyotes can draft and develop top-tier forward talent, they 
will always be an afterthought.” 

“This franchise is a mess. I like that they decided to pull the “rebuild” 
trigger now even though they were a bubble team recently, and I like 
some of the trades they made. Good start, but not enough to give me too 
much confidence.” 

The difference between the public and the fan base is always an 
interesting one, but especially here for Arizona in two key categories 
where the public gave the team above average marks. Obviously, the fan 
base will be harsh given the decade of turmoil, but there was reason for 
optimism this summer in committing to a rebuild. The team needed it. 
Even if their peak wasn’t very high and it felt like a lot of time was 
wasted, it was a savvy move to recognize the only way to reach a higher 
level was to go lower first. 

Arizona weaponized its cap space masterfully this summer and made 
some strong trades to make the team as bad as possible. That and 
trading away one of the worst contracts in hockey without a sweetener 
was legitimately great work from the Coyotes’ brass. The immediate 
future will be painful, but it’s the right decision with some promising draft 
prospects on the horizon. Of course, when the team has been so inept 
for so long, it’s hard to be confident that any new process will yield 
different results. That may be why the fan base is collectively the least 
confident of any in the league. 

31. San Jose Sharks 

“It is insane that the Sharks front office hasn’t been cleared out. How can 
anyone still have faith in Doug Wilson and his son?” 

“I generally like Doug Wilson and think he’s a good GM. But that Vlasic 
and Karlsson contracts have killed all hope for the future.” 

“Much as Wilson and his crew have done for the team over the years, it 
may be time to clean house and bring in a new group with more modern 
views on building a winner.” 

No team was dinged harder for cap management than the Sharks who 
finished dead last in our annual look at contract efficiency. There are 
some awful deals on the books for aging veterans, a mess that will be 
very difficult to clean up. That’s the team’s biggest detriment as far as the 
fans are concerned with the team’s vision not being too far behind.  

Over the past couple seasons, it feels like San Jose is clinging to a 
bygone era and that’s left the franchise feeling directionless. With little 
confidence in building a competitive roster, especially considering how 
hampered the front office is by its own awful cap management, it’s hard 
to be optimistic about the present or future. No team has a bigger mess 
at its feet and it’s entirely the team’s own doing. San Jose saw the 
biggest negative change in public perception with 74 percent feeling less 
confident compared to last season. 

32. Buffalo Sabres 

“Hopeful things finally turn around but it feels like a huge lift to rebuild the 
roster while rebuilding the front office at the same time. They’ve done 
well with a few trades … waiting for the biggest one.” 

“Adams has a vision and he has a plan; I like the vision he describes. I 
have no idea if he has the ability to pull it off, but he’s not been afraid to 
take hard steps. This year will be painful, but we’re used to it.” 

“They seemed to have turned the corner and may actually have a plan 
now, while that’s encouraging it remains to be seen if they actually know 
what they’re doing” 

Last year’s worst team by a mile predictably takes the final spot on the 
rankings because no ranking would feel complete if Buffalo wasn’t at the 
bottom. It’s not that the Sabres are a bad team, it’s that they are an 
annual tragedy with no end to their sorrow in sight. The team is barren, 
forced to start the rebuild all over again because the last one just didn’t 
work. The only good things to show for it, Jack Eichel and Sam Reinhart, 
wanted out. The bungling of the Eichel situation isn’t helping matters and 
the trade return will speak volumes about the team’s competence.  

It’s hard to be confident under those conditions and the Sabres received 
ugly marks across the board — deservedly so. But there may be a light 
at the end of the tunnel if this summer’s moves are any indication, mainly 
the haul the team received for Rasmus Ristolainen. That’s a good sign 
for the future, as was the hiring of Sam Ventura to give the team’s 
analytics staff a much-needed boost.  
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The Athletic / Marco Rossi’s ultimate goal is making the Wild, but getting 
Austria in the Olympics is the first step 

 

By Michael Russo  

Aug 25, 2021  
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Marco Rossi has scored many bigger goals in his life than a first-period 
tying goal in a friendly match against Italy. 

Heck, this is a blue-chip prospect who in 2019-20 became the first 
European in history to lead the OHL in scoring and the second European 
import in OHL history to be named MVP. 

But after ripping that power-play snipe from inside the right faceoff circle 
over the weekend, a flood of feelings overcame the teenager’s body. 

“It was a very special goal and very emotional one,” Rossi, drafted ninth 
by the Minnesota Wild in the 2020 NHL Draft, told The Athletic on 
Monday – one day after he played his second exhibition game in as 
many days for what amounted to his first game action since last 
December. 

After Rossi was embraced by his teammates and skated his way toward 
the bench to bump gloves with the rest of his fellow Austrian Olympic 
hopefuls, Rossi said, “All the memories came into my mind from the past. 
I went through a really tough time. When I scored that goal, I was so 
relieved. The goal means a lot to me because it gives me more 
confidence that I’m healthy again.” 

Make no mistake, Rossi vows that he is back. As he has tweeted and 
posted on Instagram as his new mantra, Rossi thinks he is 
#betterthanbefore this unexpected, stressful yearlong nightmare that 
threatened not only his career, but his life. 

More than six hours away from Vienna in his hometown of Feldkirch, 
Rossi’s parents, Michael and Claudia, were overcome by a flood of 
emotion as they watched Sunday’s game on television. 

They thought about everything Marco had endured these last 8 ½ 
months since receiving that stunning myocarditis diagnosis last January 
by Wild doctors and a team of medical experts after arriving in Minnesota 
from captaining his country in the World Junior Championship. 

They remembered how their energetic son, who despite his young age is 
already legendary in hockey circles for his almost freakish, exhaustive 
on- and off-ice workouts, was forced by doctors to do literally nothing for 
months upon months. 

And Marco’s parents thought about the real downtrodden times, like the 
string of gut-wrenching evenings last winter when their frightened son, so 
terrified that he wouldn’t wake up in the morning, begged his parents with 
tears in his eyes to sleep in his room next to his bed in case his heart 
failed while he was asleep. 

“It was really hard,” Michael Rossi recalled. “For two, three weeks, I slept 
maybe 10 or 20 hours in a week.” 

So, for Marco’s proud parents, “Watching Marco was again a pleasure,” 
Michael said. “It opened my heart to see my son can do what he wants 
again, and that’s playing hockey.” 

Marco Rossi is currently on the Austria-Slovakia border in Bratislava after 
helping lead the Austrians to a pair of wins in friendlies last week against 
Hungary and Italy. There are three Olympic qualifiers about to start in 
Oslo, Norway; Riga, Latvia; and Bratislava, Slovakia. The Austrians play 
Slovakia on Thursday, Belarus on Friday and Poland on Sunday in their 
group. 

The winner of each group takes all by advancing to the Winter Olympics 
next February in Beijing. 

You can bet Wild fans will be rooting from afar for the budding star who 
gives hope to a franchise starved for a No. 1 center. 

“It would be a dream to play in the Olympics,” Rossi said during a father-
son interview with The Athletic earlier this month. “I’m feeling really good. 
Like a completely different person. I mean, I almost went through a full 
rebuild this summer. But now I’m at that point that I’m like 100 percent 
healthy. I’m in top shape and even better shape than last year. So it 
looks perfect for me. I feel good, my heart looks and feels good. I’m really 
happy after a very scary time. 

“I’m really excited to come over to Minnesota now, finally.” 

That’ll happen Sept. 4. 

Rossi’s so gung-ho about giving himself the best chance to make the 
team that he’s arriving in the Twin Cities well in advance of the Wild’s 
Sept. 17-19 prospect tournament against the Chicago Blackhawks. 
Despite a big doctor’s appointment a few weeks ago that offered further 
evidence that his heart was completely back to normal after eight weeks 
of heavy training, Rossi knows he’ll need another head-to-toe physical 
from the Wild for full medical clearance. 

Rossi also wants to arrive early so he can skate with and get to know his 
eventual teammates, from Wild veterans like captain Jared Spurgeon to 
rookies like Matt Boldy, Adam Beckman and Calen Addison. Rossi also 
wants to skate with skills instructor Andy Ness and work out in the gym 
with the Wild’s strength and conditioning coach, Sean Skahan. Most 
importantly, Rossi wants to get comfortable in his new surroundings so 
he can soar into his first training camp at full flight. 

Despite barely playing meaningful hockey since March 2020, and general 
manager Bill Guerin usually conservative when it comes to rushing even 
healthy prospects to the big show (i.e. Boldy last spring), Rossi’s intent 
on playing in Minnesota this fall, not the farm team in Des Moines, Iowa. 

He’ll initially live with Thomas Vanek, his mentor and one of the most 
famous Austrian hockey players in history, then move into a hotel once 
the rest of the Wild prospects come to town. 

For Michael and Claudia Rossi, the fact Vanek lives 20 minutes from the 
arena offers one giant sigh of relief. 

Other than via text messages, Marco Rossi never met Vanek in person 
until last January. Yet, Vanek and his family took Rossi in. 

Helplessly across a big, blue ocean from his parents, it was Vanek who 
took care of Rossi when he was diagnosed with a heart condition that 
doctors told Rossi was potentially one game from turning catastrophic. It 
was Vanek who accompanied Rossi to daily, doctor’s appointments that 
sometimes lasted eight hours over a three-week span. It was Vanek who 
continually called Rossi’s parents to update them and to reassure them. 

“It was a hard time for Marco and for us being so far from the situation, 
and Thomas was like a second dad,” Michael Rossi said. “He was always 
phoning us and telling us everything is good when we were very, very 
down and very, very worried. I cannot thank Thomas enough. He’s just a 
very, very nice guy and has a very nice family. Thomas and Thomas’ wife 
and kids were supporting Marco so hard.” 

In hindsight, Rossi remembers how absolutely exhausted he was during 
the world juniors. A month earlier, he played one game for the ZSC Lions 
in Zurich before testing positive for COVID-19. He was ready to return to 
the lineup when a team outbreak forced a shutdown. He’d never play 
again for the Lions, but he arrived in Edmonton, Alberta, for the world 
juniors never feeling himself. 

His fatigue and stamina just kept getting worse and worse. You could see 
it on the ice. He looked pale and didn’t have much oomph, and suddenly 
the kid with endless energy and incredible workout and practice habits 
couldn’t even practice anymore. 

He’d only play the games. 

When he reported to Minnesota for training camp after the tournament, 
doctors discovered that his heart was inflamed as a byproduct of 
catching COVID-19. 

He was completely shut down. He was literally forbidden to do anything 
that would get his heart rate up for several weeks. 

“I compare it to trying to tell a 2-year-old that just learned how to run, to 
not run,” said Dylan Stanley, Rossi’s individual on-ice coach. 

By mid-May, Rossi was given full clearance to resume training and 
skating. 
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On June 5, during an emotional moment for both father and son, Marco 
stepped foot on the ice in a rink in Lustenau, Austria, 15 kilometers from 
his home. 

His father, who played professionally for 20 years in Austria and used to 
drive his son in all hours of the day and night to Zurich, Switzerland, to 
skate and train, rented his son a sheet of ice for eight weeks. 

“Marco is a workaholic with his training,” Michael Rossi said. “There’s no 
discussion with that at all. He wants to do what he wants, and his 
personal coach (Max Cavada) is same crazy as Marco. They work really, 
really hard.” 

There’s a team of people around Rossi beyond his dad; his supportive 
girlfriend, Stefanie; and agent, Serge Payer. 

There’s Cavada, the guy in many videos pushing Rossi to the extreme in 
all of his intense, to say the least, off-ice workouts. 

There’s Stanley, the Canadian-born player who not only trains dozens of 
amateur and professional hockey players from Austria and Switzerland, 
but he is also the 37-year-old captain and development, conditioning and 
skills coach for Rossi’s hometown professional team in Feldkirch. 

And, back in June, Nate DiCasmirro, who played at Burnsville (Minn.) 
High School and St. Cloud State, spent a few days on the ice with Rossi, 
as well as former NHLer Rob Shremp, who spent some time on the ice 
with Rossi in July. 

“It’s hard to explain because there’s always people thinking the father is 
very crazy, what I’m doing renting him ice, but that’s why Rossi is so 
driven and I know he needs that,” Michael Rossi said. 

Incidentally, DiCasmirro has since been hired as the Iowa Wild’s 
assistant coach. Guerin said it’s just a coincidence he was hired by 
Minnesota, that DiCasmirro’s playing background and experience as a 
skills coach was why he landed in Iowa. 

And while Rossi is happy for DiCasmirro, his goal is solely on “Option A, 
and that’s for me to play in the NHL.” 

Rossi skates with a lot of North American pros, from former Wild players 
Nino Niederreiter and Timo Meier, to Pius Suter and Nico Hischier. And 
Stanley always comes away impressed with Rossi’s work ethic and 
ability even going up against some of the NHL’s best from Austria and 
Switzerland. 

“Marco’s desire to want to play the game and learn the game is 
incredible,” Stanley said. “Let’s just say, he’s got a full tank of gas on him. 
The amount of energy he has is incredible. Just in the month of July, we 
had four weeks of ice, and he refused to not go on the ice, twice a day. 
And when I say we went on the ice, I’m saying we went hard. And he 
wanted it, and he wanted more, and he wanted more. 

“As a coach, he challenges you, which I personally love. … The one thing 
that blows people away when they come out and watch a training 
session is how high of a speed he can do things at. I don’t mean straight 
lines. I mean, if we throw some variables at him, like a coach that’s 
moving or swinging a stick, he does not slow down. He would rather 
break the drill and wreck something than slow down. 

“I think that’s why he’s been able to separate himself. You’ve seen all 
these young guys coming up. They’re fast, and they can explode, and 
they play the game at a high level. But at the same time, they miss some 
of those little details once they get to the pro game that are necessary. 
Marco, that’s not them, and it’s why he’s going to really make the step to 
the next level.” 

When Rossi first got on the ice in June, he had a list of things he wanted 
to work on to get the feeling back after five months off the ice. 

“Amazingly, it was really quick. Like after one week practice I already felt 
normal again,” Rossi said. “And then from that point, we just had one 
thing in my mind was be better than last year. That was my goal. And 
after four or five weeks, I can see big improvements. … 

“Now I understand why coaches always say (rest) is a weapon. I have a 
different view from that, too, now from my recovery. Now, I can 
understand it because I feel so much better than I did even last year.” 

Rossi said his objective with his high-intensity training is to condition his 
body to have the same energy level the first minute of a game as the last: 
“Like, at the end of practice, I’m still full of energy and hungry for more.” 

What blew Stanley away was how quickly the rust scraped off. 

“He gets very mad at himself when he can’t do something at the level he 
thinks he can do it at,” Stanley said. “He’d be all down on himself, and I’m 
sitting back just watching him and amazed at how quickly he got back his 
explosiveness. Was there some rustiness early? Maybe with his hands or 
his shot. But you know what? Within a week, he looked like Marco. 

“We progressed him over that five-week span with bringing out different 
players and getting him into battle situations and all that stuff and pushed 
him in all the aspects that he needs to be ready for. I’ve got to give (the 
San Jose Sharks’) Timo Meier a lot of credit. He’d always be out there 
with us and Timo’s a big boy, very powerful. A different style of player 
than Marco. But the two of them, when they were going at it, it didn’t look 
like Marco had taken a break and Timo really did that purposely. He tried 
to help Marco, and he did.” 

Michael Rossi is thankful his son is playing again, but most of all, he is 
thankful Marco is healthy. He tried to remain positive but deep down, he 
was so nervous for his son. 

Not just that his NHL dreams could be dashed, but that he’d live a long 
and fruitful life. 

“But I can’t thank Bill Guerin and the Wild doctors enough,” he said. 
“Marco’s coming to a very good organization with all the good doctors 
with a great GM. I can’t tell you how many times Bill Guerin was calling 
us on Zoom. He took a lot of time talking with us even while his team was 
playing the season.” 

Stanley can’t wait to watch Rossi fight in training camp for a spot in the 
Wild’s lineup. 

What could help is the Wild’s obvious need for a center, but Stanley 
knows that after so much time away from the game the Wild might want 
to be safe and have Rossi work with the coaches in Iowa rather than 
thrusting him essentially from major juniors in Canada into the NHL 
against grown men. 

“But, with this kid, I would not bet against him,” Stanley said. “I just 
wouldn’t. I think once everybody gets to know him, you wouldn’t put 
money on the other way. Now, if Minnesota itself decides that game time 
in the minors is a good thing for him to start, that’s a management 
decision, right? 

“But when I sit back and look at it, as a coach, even if I wasn’t working 
with Marco, I’d have a tough time betting against the kid. … If he can get 
comfortable in that short amount of time (of training camp) and figure out 
who he’s having to go against to get ice time, he’s going to push him to 
the brink. He’s going to come hard, he ain’t going to take a day off. … To 
me, the only thing that might slow Marco down is stuff he can’t control 
and that’s organizational philosophy. 

“Minnesota’s getting a kid that’s very hungry. He still is always out to 
prove to people, ‘No, I’m better than what people think I am.’” 

Rossi is also unfazed by all the rumors that, if the Wild were to trade for 
disgruntled Buffalo Sabres star center Jack Eichel, Rossi could be 
heading the other way. 

“Of course, I’ve seen that a lot on the Internet and people asking me, but 
I always say the same thing: ‘I can’t control these things,’” Rossi said. “I 
don’t want to think too much about that because that’s just going to waste 
my energy. I want to focus on things where I can control, and that’s my 
practice and workouts and things that hopefully show Minnesota they 
don’t need to trade me.” 
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Rossi, coincidentally, will celebrate his 20th birthday on the official first 
day of his first National Hockey League training camp on Sept. 23. 

He cannot wait to try to make the team. 

“I know I haven’t played a lot of games in the last year, year and a half, 
but now that I can see my fitness level and my shape, I know I’m better in 
shape than a lot of NHL players,” Rossi said. “So I see no doubt about 
that I can play in the NHL. I know I can play there. I know how good I am, 
but I have to prove myself in a training camp that I’m ready for that. I 
know it’s going to be up to me to show I’m ready to play right away.” 

That he’s #betterthanbefore. 
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: Is it possible to build a six-man starting 
lineup of NHL players whose names all rhyme? 

 

By Sean McIndoe  

Aug 25, 2021  

 

It’s the dead zone of the offseason, so you know we’re getting weird. It’s 
fine, all the important people are at a cottage, we can do whatever we 
want and nobody will notice. 

Today, that means tackling a simple question: Can we come up with a 
six-man starting lineup of well-known NHL players whose last names all 
rhyme? 

Plot twist: This isn’t a simple question after all. But for once, it’s not 
because the answer is hard to find, although (spoiler alert) it’s that, too. 

Instead, it’s that we can spend a lot of time arguing over what it means 
for something to rhyme. I kind of assumed that was a straightforward 
concept, but I ended up going down a rabbit hole of literary and linguistic 
theory and learning about terms like perfect and imperfect rhymes, not to 
mention slant rhymes and eye rhymes and whether a rhyme is masculine 
and feminine. 

I did not appreciate any of this, because I’m a sportswriter, which means 
I made a commitment to stop learning new things a decade ago. But it 
became clear that we could make this whole thing way too easy if we 
went with the looser definitions, like just looking for matching final 
syllables. Screw that. Gretzky doesn’t rhyme with Crosby and Neely and 
Selanne, and we’re not making a team of guys whose last names all end 
in “son” or “ov” or “chuk.” What, you want to do things the easy way? Is 
this your first day here? Full-name rhymes only or get out. 

We’re also going to note the obvious rule that matching names don’t 
rhyme (so no team made up of Sutters), and neither do different names 
that sound the same when spoken out loud (so no Billy Smith and Ryan 
Smyth). The one concession we’ll make is to go with generally accepted 
pronunciations and be a little lenient on what counts as a match, so 
please don’t fill the comment section with explanations of the etymology 
of subtle differences between two names from different regions of the 
world. 

We need three forwards, two defensemen and a goalie, and we’re 
looking for perfect rhymes using names today’s fans might have heard of. 
Can it be done? 

As we like to say around these parts in August: This is completely 
pointless, let’s do it. 

I started the search with what seemed like an obvious strategy: Focus on 
one-syllable names. If we’re saying the whole thing has to rhyme, then 
let’s keep that whole thing as short as possible, right? And as luck would 
have it, there are plenty of one-syllable names on the list of hockey 
royalty, so if we want to build around a star, then we should be in good 
shape. 

For example … 

Attempt No. 1: Team Hall 

This one has all sorts of potential, because the name is nice and simple 
and lends itself well to rhymes and also because we have the flexibility of 
starting with either Glenn Hall in goal or Taylor Hall up front. And we can 
immediately drop in another modern-day star in Eric Staal. 

From there, though, the trail goes cold on us. We said we wanted a 
roster of six reasonably well-known players, and though Team Hall could 
open its doors to lesser-known NHLers like Kevin Dahl, Terry Ball, Bob 
Wall and current depth guy Nick Paul, it wouldn’t really seem like a 
worthy entry. Let’s look elsewhere … 

Attempt No. 2: Team Orr 

There’s some momentary excitement when we realize we can start with a 
blue line of Bobby Orr and Eddie Shore, but it’s only temporary. We could 
put Jamie Storr in net, but Jay More was a defenseman, and we’re 
already set there. There isn’t much else to work with that I can find, and 
though I have no doubt that I’ll miss some candidates here and there as 
we go through this, I don’t think there’s enough to work with on Team 
Orr. 

Attempt No. 3: Team Clarke 

Another strong start here, as we can build around a pair of 1970s Hall of 
Famers in Bobby Clarke and Brad Park. But again, that initial excitement 
wears off quickly, as we have to break the news to the comic book crowd 
that there’s never been a Stark in the NHL. There has been a Mark (’90s 
defenseman Gordon) and a Dark (a few games in the ’80s from 
defenseman Michael), but that’s about it. 

The old-timers are letting us down. Let’s see if we have better luck with 
something a little more modern … 

Attempt No. 4: Team Stone 

We have a solid foundation up front with Mark Stone and Shane Doan, 
which is a decent start. I’m not sure if we can get away with Travis Moen 
for the third forward slot, but that’s OK because there was an Original 
Six-era forward named Tod Sloan who played for 13 seasons and was a 
Hart runner-up one year. That’s a solid top line. 

From there, though, I’m not sure where to go. The NHL has never had a 
Cone, and our dumb rules that I’m already regretting keep us from using 
a Malone or Varone. So chalk this one up as another false start. 

At this point, we’re starting to realize that this is going to be tougher than 
it seemed, which won’t be a surprise to anyone who’s a regular to 
Offseason DGB content. I don’t think we even get off the ground with 
some other well-known one-syllable NHL names, like Hull or Howe or 
Roy. Come to think of it, that last one might not even be one syllable 
depending on how French the person saying it is trying to be. This whole 
thing might have been a bad idea. 

Attempt No. 5: Team Green 

This one kicks off with some potential, as we can build our blue line 
around a 30-goal defenseman in Mike Green, then give him a decent 
young partner from today’s league in Jake Bean. Up front, we have a 
1980s star in Thomas Steen (or his son Alex for you kids out there) and a 
former Habs captain in Mike Keane. There are no Hall of Famers here, 
but it’s a solid group. 

So we’re off to a decent start. But it’s hard not to imagine how easy this 
team would be to fill out of we were being a little more forgiving on our 
rhyming rules. Imagine if we could swap in the Sedins, or Mats Sundin, 
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or even just Kevin Dineen or Rasmus Dahlin. Hell, I’d let my Leafs 
homerism bleed through and find a spot for Frederik Modin. It’s enough 
to tempt me to go back and hit CTRL+A+DEL on that intro and loosen up 
the rules. But I won’t, because I’m a man of principle, and in this case 
those principles are basically “make everything as difficult as possible for 
no good reason because I am stupid.” 

Anyway, I can’t fill out the rest of Team Green, beyond maybe ’70s 
winger Barry Dean, who isn’t exactly a well-known name these days. I 
could squeeze him in, or maybe swap out Mike Green on the blue line for 
Kevin Dean and then use Travis Green up front, but it wouldn’t really 
matter because I can’t find a goalie. I am now irrationally mad at the last 
letter of Doug Keans’ name, which is not a sentence I expected to type 
today. 

I am feeling low right now. And maybe that’s the inspiration we need … 

Attempt No. 6: Team Lowe 

We start with a Hall-of-Famer in Kevin Lowe. I have a goalie, and also a 
GM, thanks to Garth Snow. I can put some sandpaper on the forward line 
in Ryan Clowe. From there, we step well into the “talking ourselves into 
it” phase, as I try to convince myself that modern fans definitely 
remember Phil Crowe. I’m also prepared to argue that our “names 
today’s fans have heard of” rule would allow us to go with a couple of 
men who had short NHL playing careers and were better known for their 
front office work, in Larry Pleau and Tom Rowe, but I still don’t think that 
gets us over the finish line, especially since we still need another 
defenseman. 

This one-syllable approach isn’t working for us. Let’s see if we can make 
any progress by doubling down … 

Attempt No. 7: Team Dionne 

This is another squad that gets off to a fantastic start, as we build our top 
line around one of the greatest offensive players ever in Marcel Dionne 
and one of history’s best two-way forwards in Dave Keon. Sadly, that’s 
about all we have to work with, at least until we can persuade Leon 
Draisaitl to flip names. The rest of our options? Peons. 

Attempt No. 8: Team Kurri 

This was the heartbreaker because there was a point when I was 
convinced that this would be the team that gave us a path to victory. We 
start with a legend in Jari Kurri. He can be joined up front by a fellow Hall 
of Famer in Pavel Bure, and yes, we have to massage the pronunciation 
there ever so slightly but we’re a couple of thousand words into this 
debacle, so the pedants can sit down. And we have a strong third-
forward option in Chris Drury. 

That’s a good start, but it gets better. We also have two names that each 
offer us options at every position — Fleury (which could be forward Theo, 
defensemen Haydn or Cale or goalie Marc-Andre) and Murray (which 
could be forward Troy, defensemen Bob or Ryan or goalie Matt, but not 
Glen because he knows what he did). 

So one way or another, we have five good players and lots of flexibility 
on how to fit in a sixth. But I can’t find that last name. Maybe he’s out 
there and I’m missing it. There’s a good chance that’s what happening 
because this whole exercise has broken a piece of my brain and I can’t 
read a player’s name without instinctively working my way through the 
alphabet in different pronunciations. But if there’s a sixth member of 
Team Kurri out there for the taking, I can’t find him. And no matter how 
much I practice, I can’t say Rob Scuderi’s name fast enough to have it 
pass for two syllables. 

I thought you were the one, Team Kurri. But I can’t find your final piece. 

Attempt No. 9: Team Fuhr 

Taking inspiration from our last entry, we drop the “y” and go 
monosyllabic. We start off with Grant Fuhr, and we can add 1980s sniper 
Tim Kerr, as well as journeyman Shawn Burr. Wait, does “Fuhr” actually 
rhyme with “Kerr”? [Spends way too much time wandering around the 

house mumbling “Fuhr Kerr” to myself and making my wife worry.] You 
know what, I don’t even know anymore. 

Attempt No. 10: Team Gare 

I don’t have a slam dunk Hall of Famer to build this squad around, but 
Danny Gare was a multiple-time 50-goal guy, which is pretty good. It’s 
also easily the best player on this team, which would also include Eric 
Fehr, Ethan Bear and 1930s star Andy Blair. 

Also, maybe Danny Briere if I’m drunk and slurring my words. Which I am 
by now, in case you’re wondering. 

But wait … talking about Gare and Briere has me in a Sabres mindset, 
and it’s bringing me back to one of the great moments in NHL rhyming 
history. 

Attempt No. 11: Team May Day 

With inspiration from Rick Jeanneret’s legendary call, maybe there’s 
something we can work with here. The May, of course, is journeyman 
winger Brad, while the Day can be Hall of Fame defenseman Hap. We 
can wring another candidate out of our Sabres theme with Rob Ray, who 
wasn’t an all-star but was certainly a well-known name during his day. 
This far into this terrible idea, that’s not a bad start. 

Can we go further with it? A little, although it gets dicey. We can use the 
1960 Calder winner, Bill Hay. There has been a handful of hockey Grays, 
but the best of them was probably 1960s forward Terry, and he was 
barely a regular. We could recall our worst-numbers history for Bob Jay. 
But we’re reaching big time now, and we still don’t have a goalie that I 
can find. I don’t think this is our answer. 

So what’s next? We’ve reached the point where the whole thing starts to 
feel like a race against my deteriorating psyche. Is there something we 
can do with Rob Blake, Dallas Drake and Terry Yake? Maybe Jamie 
Benn, Brayden Schenn and Bob Wren? Carey Price, Stephen Weiss and 
Steven Rice? Or Eddie Shack, Eddie Lack and (googles) Whalers winger 
James Black? Is somebody in the comment section going to post a full 
roster seven seconds after this goes live and ruin my entire offseason? 
Dell Bell Snell? Did I just really type “Dell Bell Snell” as a full sentence, 
and if so would that be the low point of my career? 

It’s August and nothing matters. 

This whole thing has been needlessly annoying and makes me want to 
punch someone. Hey wait, that reminds me of somebody … 

Attempt No. 12: Team Perry 

When you need to rhyme a name, you turn to a Corey. In this case, 
Corey Perry, who brings us back to the multisyllabic realm but offers 
some hope with a nice rhymable name. We can drop in two more active 
players in Tyson Barrie and Troy Terry, neither of whom is a mega-star 
but both of whom comfortably fit our “names modern fans would know” 
criteria. So should ’80s and ’90s winger Bob Errey, who played nearly 
900 games. And for once, we even have some options in net. I feel like 
Tristan Jarry would start an argument over the pronunciation, but we can 
avoid that by pencilling in Jim Carey. 

That’s five names, and though the list isn’t exactly teeming with Hall of 
Famers, it does have Hart and Vezina winners and not a single “never 
heard of him” name, which at this point feels like more than enough. But 
we need one more defenseman, and that’s where that familiar sinking 
feeling kicks in. NHL history has plenty of guys named Larry, Gary, Jerry 
and Harry, but they’re all first-names. My increasingly frantic scanning of 
various all-time rosters isn’t turning up the final piece we need. There just 
doesn’t seem to have been another candidate for this blue line who had 
any success at all in the NHL. 

Except … 

I mean, our rules don’t say that the player had to be good. We just said 
he had to have played in the NHL and be well-known. Our exact words 
were “names today’s fans might have heard of.” The overlap between 
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that category and players who were actually decent is going to be 
enormous, but there’s some wriggle room here, at least in very rare 
cases. 

Rare cases like, for example, a certain minor-league defenseman who 
cracked the NHL for exactly one game, way back in 1955. That’s it. 
That’s his whole big-league playing career. But I think you’d have to 
agree that for good or bad, he’s certainly a well-known name among 
hockey fans. 

Our final defenseman slot goes to Don Cherry. 

We’ve done it. A full six-man lineup of rhyming players from NHL history: 
Corey Perry, Troy Terry and Bob Errey up front, Tyson Barrie and Don 
Cherry on the blue line and Jim Carey in goal. I didn’t know it was 
possible to feel overwhelming satisfaction and a nagging doubt that 
you’ve wasted your entire life at the exact same moment, but here we 
are. 

We will never do something this dumb again, until probably next week. 
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USA TODAY / TSN.CA / USHL's Tri-City Storm bring back Mitchell Miller, 
hockey player who was convicted of bullying 

 

Mike Brehm 

USA TODAY 

 

Mitchell Miller, who was cut by two teams last fall after an earlier 
conviction for bullying was reported, has landed with a new team. 

The United States Hockey League's Tri-City Storm announced 
Wednesday that they are bringing back the defenseman, who played for 
them in 2019-20. 

Miller was taken in the fourth round of the 2020 round by the Arizona 
Coyotes. The Arizona Republic later reported that Miller four years 
earlier, at age 14, had admitted in an Ohio juvenile court to bullying a 
Black classmate who had developmental disabilities. 

The classmate, Isaiah Meyer-Crothers, was tricked into licking a candy 
push pop that Miller and another boy had wiped in a bathroom urinal. 
Meyer-Crothers also told the newspaper that Miller had used racial slurs 
around him. 

Soon after, the Coyotes renounced their rights to him and the University 
of North Dakota dismissed him. Miller didn't play hockey last season. 

The Storm said they decided, "after careful consideration," to add Miller 
to the roster. 

“We know Mitchell very well and we are convinced what happened when 
he was 14 isn’t indicative of his character or who he is now as a 19-year-
old young man," Anthony Noreen, the Storm's head coach and president 
of hockey operations, said in a statement. 

“Mitchell and the Storm do not minimize what happened five years ago. 
Bullying and racially offensive remarks are wrong under any 
circumstance. Mitchell is fully aware of that, he regrets what he did, and 
is genuinely sorry. He’s grown and matured greatly since then, and we 
believe in the person that he’s become." 

The team said Miller has been involved since the 2016 incident in 
community service initiatives that support anti-bullying efforts, special-
needs children, disabled athletes, the homeless and the elderly.  

“What I did when I was 14 years old was hurtful to others, and I'm truly 
sorry for that," Miller said in a statement. "I've done a lot of growing up 
over the past five years, and become a mature person who is respectful 
of everyone at all times. I pledge to make the most of this opportunity, 
and be a good person on and off the ice, helping others in as many ways 
as I can." 

The USHL said it had vetted Miller and approved his return to the league. 

"We will continue to support and guide Mitchell to ensure his maturation 
and commitment to helping others continues," Noreen said. 
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USA TODAY / Jimmy Hayes, 31-year-old hockey player, 'was a giant of a 
young guy' with a huge heart 

 

Scooby Axson 

USA TODAY 

 

Rarely seen without a huge smile on his face, Jimmy Hayes could be an 
intimidating force when he needed to be. 

But intimidating was not the first thing that came to mind when describing 
the gentle giant. 

A 31-year-old who played seven seasons and 334 games in the NHL, 
Hayes used his 6-foot-5 frame to get to the net and maneuver in tight 
spaces. But, most important, Hayes was someone who impacted 
everyone in a positive way, from teammates to opponents alike. 

Hayes was found dead Monday after authorities were called to his home 
in a Boston suburb. He leaves behind a a wife, two children, and four 
siblings, including Philadelphia Flyers center Kevin Hayes, and his 
parents. He is also the first cousin of Calgary Flames forward Matthew 
Tkachuk and Ottawa Senators forward Brady Tkachuk. 

The Boston Globe reported that the death was not deemed suspicious. 
No cause has been released. 

"My whole life it has always been Jimmy and Kevin or the Hayes 
brothers. I have followed you around since I can remember and I 
wouldn’t want it any other way," Kevin Hayes wrote in an Instagram post. 
"Whether it was youth hockey, Nobles, Boston College or the NHL, you 
paved the way for me. You taught me everything I needed to know in 
order to succeed."  

The tributes honoring Hayes praised the winger nicknamed "Broadway." 

“Jimmy was the kind of guy everyone wanted to be around,” Chicago 
Blackhawks center Adam Gaudette, who grew up near the Hayes family, 
said on Twitter. “The Hayes boys are great role models to all young 
hockey players in the Boston area, myself included."  

Hayes played with the Blackhawks, Florida Panthers, Boston Bruins and 
New Jersey Devils in his career, recording 54 goals and 55 assists. 

Memories of Hayes mention his smile and entertaining side -- whether 
that's introducing various family members during a Christmas Eve party 
before the 2016 Winter Classic or most recently on Instagram when his 
wife Kristen posted the family celebrating his young son’s birthday. 

"I have no words," Hayes' wife, Kristen, said on Instagram. "I’m 
heartbroken. We miss you. We love you. You should be here." 

Before being drafted with the 60th overall pick by the Toronto Maple 
Leafs in 2008, Hayes starred at Boston College for three seasons under 
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the guidance of legendary coach Jerry York. Hayes helped lead the 
Eagles to two Beanpots and two Hockey East titles and a national 
championship in 2010. 

York, who will be entering his 50th season as a collegiate coach, said he 
received the news of Hayes’ death from another player and is still trying 
to process the news. 

“Terrific player. Big strong, forceful player. Led us to a lot of 
championships, but more importantly, he was just an unbelievable 
teammate,” York told USA TODAY Sports on Monday. “If I had to rank 
my top five players that I enjoyed coaching, he would be in my top five for 
sure. His whole family became interwoven with the BC family and I was 
totally shocked. Just kind of devastated by the news.” 

Hayes most recently played for the Wilkes-Barre/Scranton Penguins of 
the American Hockey League during the 2018-19 season. 

Hayes co-hosted a podcast called “Missin Curfew” with former players 
Shane O’Brien and Scottie Upshall, posting their latest show on Aug. 5. 

York says for himself and the hockey community, Hayes’ death will sting 
for a while, not only because he was charitable with his time but because 
his positive, outgoing attitude rubbed off on everyone he knew. 

“He’s a giant of a young guy. Just a big person, but his heart was just as 
big. And a great teammate, invariably brings groups of players back to 
his house for dinner in Dorchester (Massachusetts). During the summer 
months, three of four guys would crash at his place. Very outgoing, 
upbeat personality, just a great, great teammate.” York said. 
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